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ABSTRACT

The Pn tomography method utilizes seismic waves that refract along the Moho
interface to perform inversion in order to investigate velocity anomalies and seismic
anisotropy in the uppermost mantle. Results from Pn tomography can provide important
information about the composition, temperature, and tectonic processes beneath the study
area. Over the past decades, numerous seismic and geologic studies have been conducted
in the Colorado Plateau and its adjacent areas to reveal crustal and mantle structures and
processes responsible for the diverse surface geological features and tectonic events that
have occurred in this area. To investigate lateral variations in the uppermost mantle in
terms of temperature, composition and orientation of anisotropic fabrics beneath
Colorado Plateau and adjacent areas, the Pn tomography method was applied. The current
research uses data from 468 local earthquakes recorded by 186 stations from the
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data Management Center. A total of
2548 seismograms were used to invert the velocity and anisotropic structures. Resulting
low velocity anomalies beneath the westernmost part of the CP suggest a hightemperature top mantle, probably as a result of active mantle upwelling and hot
asthenosphere replacement of cold lithosphere. In contrast, the high velocity anomaly
represents cool and stable uppermost mantle. In comparison with the shear wave splitting
and shear stress results, the fast orientation of Pn wave anisotropy may reflect the
extension direction of Basin and Range and Rio Grand Rift studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Seismic tomography is a very effective tool to explore the internal structure of the
earth. It constructs a 3D velocity model from the P-wave, S-wave, and arrival time of the
surface wave or waveform. This model is useful for studying the dynamic structure of the
earth. Since the velocity of the seismic wave is affected by the content, density,
temperature, and pressure of the medium, the seismic waves carry information about the
internal structure of the earth.
Pn wave is a refractive P-wave which comes from the earthquake source inside
the earth, travels to the bottom of the Moho interface, then propagates along the
uppermost mantle for some distance, and finally gets received by the stations on the earth
surface (Figure 1.1). Since Pn wave phase travels the fastest among the other waveforms
to the station within certain epicentral distance, a more accurate arrival time can be
obtained by using Pn wave. This is mainly because it travels some distance along the
uppermost mantle, thus making a better ray coverage of the uppermost mantle. Therefore
a high-resolution and highly accurate uppermost mantle image can be developed by using
Pn wave. In this section, I will discuss about the development of the Pn tomography
technique, the current use of it, the regional geological background of my study area, and
finally the significance and purpose of this study.
1.1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PN WAVE TOMOGRAPHY
Since the 1960s, Pn wave has been used to study about the uppermost mantle for
isotropic and anisotropic velocity model for both onshore and offshore areas. (Hess, 1964;
Backus, 1965; Raitt et al., 1969; Hearn, 1984; Hearn, 1996). Pn wave imaging which is
mostly based on time analysis has evolved through the following steps: the original timeterm method; time-term method in layered model, time-term method in the anisotropic
medium, and the current Pn wave tomography. These methods can also be categorized by
the amount of stations used, dividing them into single station time-term analysis method
and double station relative time-term method. And by seismic phase, they can as well be
categorized into Pn wave phase travel time inversion and also inversion applicable to
other wave phases’ travel time.
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Figure 1.1. A cartoon showing the propagation of the Pn wave.
The star represents the earthquake, and the triangle represents the station.

1.1.1. Single Station Time-term Analysis Method. Scheidegger and Willmore
came up with single station time analysis method in1957. They applied this method to the
function of layered medium refraction time,
1.1
Where

is the time item of event ,

is the time item of receiver .

from event to receiver , which is the epicentral distance.

is the distance

is the travel time of event

to receiver . v is the velocity of the medium under refraction interface (Scheidegger and
Willmore, 1957). At that time, due to the lack of earthquake and stations, there is not
much record of Pn wave from earthquake seismic waves; therefore most of the time in
1960s and 1970s, people get the Pn information from exploration seismic waves.
After that, Raitt(1963) and Shor et al (1964). studied the Pacific east and the
middle north uppermost mantle velocity model using the Pn wave travel time from
exploration seismic refraction. Based on their publications, Hess (1964) found that the Pn
wave velocity between Moho and uppermost mantle depends a lot on the azimuth of the
shots and receivers, which is actually anisotropy of the uppermost mantle. Backus (1965)
gave the P-wave velocity equation in weak anisotropy medium based on attenuation
theory:
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( )
Where

1.2

is back azimuth,

( ) is the slowness attenuation brought in by anisotropy. A,

B, C, and D are anisotropic parameters.
After anisotropy is discovered in Pn wave studies, Bamford (1977) studied on the
Pn wave average velocity and anisotropy of the uppermost mantle of western Germany,
using 762 lines of exploration seismic travel times. The travel time function he used is:
(

)(

)
Where

and

1.3

are the horizontal distance of refraction points to shot and receiver ,

respectively.
The average Pn wave velocity study became less satisfying when there were
increasingly stations and earthquake seismic records. In 1986, Hearn calculated the
horizontal Pn velocity variation of south California based on 6031 earthquake records of
Pn wave data from 1979 to1983. He divided the study area into grid cells, took the
slowness and time of each cell as variables, and gave the corresponding travel time
function as:
∑
Where

is the distance and the ray in cell

1.4
travels from event to receiver .

is

the slowness of cell .
Ten years later, he took anisotropy into consideration and introduced an advanced
equation:
∑
Where

,

(

)

are the anisotropy parameters for cell ,

1.5
is the angle from the

station to the even (back azimuth), the velocity anisotropy is

Ak2 + Bk2 , the direction of

the fast wave is 1/ 2arctan(BK / AK )+ 90° , as the factor of the

item is very small, the

influence of the 4 item can be neglected in this equation.
1.1.2. Double Station Relative Time-term Method. The accuracy of the
location of the seismic event is a very critical factor in studying the velocity of the
uppermost mantle, especially when there is limited number of records. In order to reduce
the influence from location errors to the final image, Cattaneo et al. (1985) put forward
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the both stations relative time-term method. For two stations

and

recording the same

event, the travel time can be expressed as:

Where
stations,

and

( )+

1.6

( )+

1.7

are the epicentral distance,

and

are the time delay for the two

is the time delay for the earthquake source. If equation 1.7 is subtracted from

equation 1.6, the difference is shown below:
( )

( )

1.8

From this equation, we can see that the error for the location depth won’t affect
the result. The average velocity of the studying area can be found by linear fitting this
travel time equation. However, there is a rule about station picking: only when the
difference of azimuth of the two stations to the source is small enough (such as less than
6 degree), the source location error can be eliminated, otherwise new errors will be
introduced in.
1.1.3. Joint Inversion Method. Joint inversion is a method using travel time of
multiple seismic phases to inverse the velocity parameters and source parameters
simultaneously. Bannister et al. (1991) used Pn velocity and Sn velocity, together with
other source parameters as variables for combined inversion, based on Sparkman and
Nolet (1988) function system:
(

)

1.9

Where is the slowness anomaly,
time, longitude, latitude and depth),
vector,

is ray length matrix, and

is the source parameter correction (trigger

is the vector of travel time difference,

is the error

is source parameter first-order derivative matrix.

1.2. THE CURRENT APPLICATION OF THE PN WAVE TOMOGRAPHY
1.2.1. The Marine Uppermost Mantle. Raitt(1963) and Shor et al.(1964)
researched about seismic refraction profile in Pacific east and middle north, produced the
velocity model of the uppermost mantle and Moho for these areas. After Hess (1964)
discovered about the anisotropy of marine uppermost mantle based on their study,
Backus (1965) deducted the P wave velocity for anisotropic medium based on attenuation
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theory, which means that the P wave velocity variation is a function of the angle

from

the station to the seismic event (back azimuth):
1.10
Where

is the average velocity of P wave.
Backus compared his calculation with the observations of Raitt (1963) and Shor et

al. (1964) and found them match well. After that, Raitt (1969,1971) studied further about
the P wave anisotropy on the Pacific upper mantle, finding more evidence of the
existence of anisotropy.
Furthermore, Hearn et al. (1994, 1999), Mutlu and Karabulut (2011) studied the
Black Sea, Caspian Sea and Mediterranean uppermost mantel velocity; Xu Yi et
al.(2007,2008) studied the uppermost mantle Pn wave velocity and anisotropy in China
South Sea northeast area and Yellow Sea based on the network of Chinese earthquake
stations and ISC (International Seismological Center) report from 1980-2004 of the Pn
travel time.
1.2.2. The Continental Uppermost Mantle. The continental curst is more
complicated than marine curst, so the research on continental uppermost mantle is later
than that of the marine area. However, since the seismic exploration and earthquake
recording are less difficult onshore than offshore, the development of the uppermost
continental mantle research is faster than that of the marine area.
In previous research, most people used explorative seismic records to study the
uppermost mantle because of the lack of earthquake records. Bamford (1973,1976, and
1977) used exploration seismic records for the Pn velocity and anisotropy of the
uppermost mantle in Germany west. Fuchs (1977), on the other hand, did some research
using refraction seismic records. Later on, the Moho is found to be anisotropic as well.
Bamford (1979) and Raitt et al. (1969,1972) found that there is significant Pn anisotropy
in western America and Pacific near California and Hawaii, and specially, the Pn
anisotropy of western America is as high as 3%.
With the development of the earthquake detection technology and more
earthquake records, extensive research is being conducted to study uppermost mantle
velocity.
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Hearn (1986) calculated the horizontal Pn velocity variation of the South
California according to six years’ earthquake record, which is a breakthrough because it
is the first use of refraction tomography instead of calculating average velocity. In 1996,
considering both velocity horizontal variation and anisotropy, he studied the Pn velocity
in western America using tomography technique, finding that these two factors are of the
same importance to travel time difference. Later on he also studied the horizontal
variation of uppermost mantle velocity in Europe and Iran-Turkey Plateau.
1.3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PN WAVE VELOCITY/ANISOTROPY
AND THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE
According to all the studies, the uppermost mantle Pn velocity is closely related to
the local tectonic structure. Areas with weak tectonic activities or low temperature
thermal flow, such as stable craton, basin and Old Ocean, all have relatively high Pn
velocity. Examples are Colorado Plateau, Sichuan basin, and the Black Sea (Xu et al.,
2003; Liang and Song, 2004; Mutlu and Karabulut, 2011). On the contrary, areas with
strong tectonic activities or high temperature thermal flow, such as orogenic belts,
subduction zone and volcano areas, have relatively low Pn wave velocity: examples are
Alps orogenic belts, California and Tengchong volcano area (Hearn, 1999; Pei et al.,
2007; Huang et al., 2003).
Research shows that the anisotropy of the uppermost mantle is caused by latticepreferred orientation of the crystallographic of olivine (LPO), which is caused by the
deformation of the mantle material. This deformation reflects the influence of the latest
tectonic activities. In theory, the average direction of olivine lattice should be consistent
with the strain ellipsoid axis. During the deformation, the slow axis of olivine (b axis) is
parallel to the shortest strain axis (direction of the maximum compressive stress), the fast
axis of olivine (axis) is parallel to the longest of strain axis (direction of the relatively
extension stress), middle speed axis tends to be the same with the middle stress axis
(McKenzie, 1979; Ribe and Yu, 1991; Ribe, 1992). In the condition of a simple shear
strain, the direction of olivine a-axis is the same with the maximum shear direction; while
in the condition of pure shear strain, the direction of olivine b-axis is the same with the
maximum compressing direction. This theory was supported by the lab experiment
(Nicolas et al., 1973; Nicolas and Chirstensen, 1987; Karato, 1984) and numerical
simulation (Ribe and Yu, 1991).
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Hearn (1996) gave a summary of the western America Pn tomography: the
anisotropy of seismic velocity is associated with the deformation of the lithosphere. For
areas like lithosphere on the edge of tectonic plate, shear zone penetrating the earth crust,
and lithosphere with shear drag at the bottom, the simple shear deformation is the
mainstream, and the anisotropic fast wave direction is the same as shear direction (Figure
1.2). Oppositely, for lithosphere without fault activities, the pure shear deformation is the
mainstream, while its fast wave direction is perpendicular to the maximum compression
direction, and parallel to the maximum extension direction (Figure 1.2a). Therefore, it is
of great importance to get the anisotropy accurate information because the anisotropy of
the uppermost mantle records the history of tectonic activities.

(a)
Figure 1.2. Simple and pure shear model (a), geological model (b)
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(b)
Figure 1.2. Simple and pure shear model (a), geological model (b).(cont)

1.4. REGIONAL STRUCTURE BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION OF THIS
STUDY
This study area locates in the southwest US, which is divided by the western edge
of Great Plain into two parts: the stable interior continent eastern part and the technically
active western part. The transition is demonstrated by one of the lateral seismic velocity
gradients in the world (Grand, 1994; Trampert and Woodhouse, 1995). In the western
part, 90% of the Colorado Plateau has an ~2km rock uplift, despite little evidence of
compressional/extensional tectonics or widespread magmatism (Bird, 1979; Roy et al.
2009). This contrast with the neighboring Rocky Mountain (RM) dominated by
compressing tectonic features, and Northern Basin and Range (NBR), Arizona Transition
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Zone, and Rio Grand Rift (RGR) dominated by extensional tectonic features. This
extension still continues today both in the rift and the Basin and Range (West et al., 2004),
with the western and southern peripheries of the CP invaded by basaltic magmas (Roy et
al., 2009). In the eastern part, the RGR separates the Colorado Plateau from the Great
Plain. The RGR starts from RM and merges in the SBR, which comprises a linear trend
of faulted basins. (Figure 1.3)
Due to the diverse geological structure and active tectonic activities many
scientists have been interested in this area. In order to explore the uplifting mechanism of
Colorado Plateau, Humpherys et al., (1995; 2003) proposed that the warming of the
thicker Colorado Plateau lithosphere following the removal of the Farallon plate is the
primary mechanism. However, Roy et al. (2009) suggested that the main mechanism for
the Colorado Plateau uplift may be the warm of heterogeneous lithosphere, and this
mechanism may be of general importance in the plate interior setting. In 2011, Levander
et al. combined several geophysical methods (P wave tomography, S wave tomography
and receiver function) to study the uplifting of CP, and they proposed a delamination –
style convective lithosphere downwelling model to interpret this uplifting. Besides the
Colorado Plateau, the mechanism of Rio Grand Rift is also highly intriguing. With La
RISTRA experiment applied across the RGR, West et al. interpreting the lithosphere
weakness as not a result of compositional differences or long-lived mantle convection
(2004). They also believed that the upwelling may be reinforced by the mantle cooled
through vertical advection. Wilson et al. (2005) selected the pure shear model to explain
the small-scale mantle convection underlying the RGR. Mentioned as the Great Plain,
Refayee et al. applied Shear Wave Splitting method to study the anisotropy beneath it
(Refayee et al., 2013). They observed a single layer anisotropy that should be caused by
shearing between the partially coupled lithosphere and asthenosphere.
Because of the application of USArray project and installing of new stations, the
anisotropy tomography can be applied possibly in most areas of the US. Lin et al. (2011)
utilized ambient noise and P wave data to probe the mantle seismic anisotropy of the
crust and uppermost mantle in the western US, and they concluded that any coupling
between anisotropy in the curst and mantle must be extremely complex and variable.
Huang and Zhao (2013) mapped P-wave azimuthal anisotropy in the crust and upper
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mantle beneath the whole US, and provided new constraints on constructing geodynamic
models. For Pn tomography, Hearn (1996) and Buehler et al. choosing the western US as
their study area, and they obtained almost similar results that the Pn wave tomography
can provide information about the composition, temperature, and tectonic processes to
complement other seismic studies.
As we know, most anisotropy tomography methods applied in the US are of large
scale. The lacking of local earthquakes and reducing of data coverage may be the main
reasons. In this study, thanks to the diverse geological structure and active tectonic events
in the Colorado Plateau and its adjacent areas, it was able to figure out the anisotropy and
Pn wave velocity anomaly in the uppermost mantle beneath this small-scale area, and to
acquire the relationship between Pn anisotropy tomography results and the tectonic
events.
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Figure 1.3. Geological map of the study area.
Red circles stand for the earthquakes with magnitude bigger than 5.0;
Black dash lines are the boundary of regional tectonic;
BR stands for Basin and Range; RGR represents Rio Grand Rift;
RM stands for Rocky Mountain; Colorado Plateau is abbreviated to CP.
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2. METHODOLOGY

In my thesis, I applied the Pn tomography method developed by Professor
Thomas M. Hearn (Hearn, 1996) in New Mexico State University. This method is a timeterm method, it can inverse the horizontal velocity variation and the anisotropy unitedly.
This part will discuss the principles of this method, how the parameters are determined
and the resolution evaluation.
2.1. THE PRINCIPLES OF PN WAVE ANISOTROPY TOMOGRAPHY
The principal steps of Pn tomography are: the simplification of the initial model,
the settings of the parameters and imaging.
2.1.1. The Simplification of Initial Model. The following assumptions are
applied to simplify the model:
1.

The velocity model in the earth crust is a single-layer homogeneous one.

2.

The edge of the mantle is horizontal with the lateral fluctuation omitted.

3.

After parameterizing the uppermost mantle model to grid cells, the velocity in

each cell is uniform.
4.

The ray path is a straight line in the uppermost mantle; the bending of the ray

caused by the horizontal velocity variation is neglected.
5.

The influence of the curvature of the earth and the vertical velocity gradient of the

uppermost mantle is neglected.
Analysis of those simplifications has been done and it revealed that the error
brings in by those simplifications are small enough to ensure that they are feasible.
2.1.2. The Determination of Parameters. Based on the Snell’s law, when the
seismic wave enters the mantle from the crust at the critical angle, it will refract at the
Moho interface, then travels along the Moho interface, and then propagates up to the
crust and gets received by the stations on the surface (Figure 1.1). Consequently the ray is
split path from the seismic source to the receiver station into three parts: source path,
uppermost mantle path and receiver path.
Then the travel time function can be expressed as a sum of these three paths:
∫

∫

∫

2.1
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In this equation, t is the travel time,
receiving time,

,

and

respectively, s and

and

are the triggering time and

are the source path, mantle path and receiver path

are the slowness of the uppermost mantle and earth crust.

If we assume the crust is a single homogeneous horizontal layer, and the velocity
within the crust and the uppermost mantle is a constant, then the equation 2.1can be
transformed to the following based on Snell’s law:
2.2
(

Where

)√

is the seismic travel time delay,

is the receiver station time delay,
receiver location respectively,

and

(

is the thickness of the crust for source and

is the depth of the earthquake source and

elevation of the receiver station,

)√

is the

is epicentral distance.

In order to get the average crust thickness and average slowness of the uppermost
mantel for the study area based on observation data, equation 2.2 can be written as:
(

)√

(

)√

2.3

Where ,

,

and D can all be extracted from the observation data, the average crust

slowness

is given, when is known, the observation data can be used to approximate

the -D line, then the slope of the approximation line will be the average slowness s.
In this case, intercept

is:

(
The average crust thickness is:
̅ (
)

)√

2.4
( √

)

2.5

In practice, an initial value of is always assumed and used in the root function to
get a linear-approximated value, Then this approximated value is used in the root
function to get another approximation, after several times of this routine, stable values of
the average uppermost mantle slowness and average crust thickness are obtained. Finally,
the time difference between observed travel time and theory-based calculation can be use
to inverse the Pn velocity and anisotropy of the uppermost mantle.
2.1.3. Tomography Imaging Principle. I applied the same Pn imaging method
Hearn used when he was doing Pn tomography in 1996 for the western America area.
Firstly, the uppermost mantle of the study area was divided into equal sized grid cell
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horizontally, and in each cell the velocity is the same. Using the grid cell as the minimum
calculating unit, the travel time residuals function is:
∑
Where

(

)

2.6

is the ray length from event to receiver passing grid cell ,

average Pn velocity in cell ,
angle from √

and

is the

are the anisotropy parameters in cell k,
(

, the fast wave direction is

)

is the

which is the

azimuth of ray with the biggest anisotropic attenuation relative to the north direction in
grid cell k. In this case, the slowness changed caused by anisotropy
has the minimum value this can be expressed as:
√

(

)

2.7

In which
(

)

2.8

In practice, theta is used to represent the anisotropy azimuth, which is the
clockwise angle relative to the north direction:

, using this in equation 2.7

we can get:
√

(

)

(

√

)

2.9

To make the value of equation 2.9 minimums, which is zero in this
case,

(

equation 2.8,

)

was made with solution
(

)

From equation 2.6, we know that

, combined with

can be got.
,

,

,

and

are unknown, and this

function is a linear one. All the ray travel time residual function can be combined to form
a linear function system, which can be expressed as:
d=Gm

2.10

Where d is the observation data vector matrix, m is the solution vector, containing all the
unknowns, and matrix G is the model parameter matrix. When the coverage of the
crossing rays reaches to a certain degree, this linear system is considered an over
determined system. When the coverage is not large enough, this is an underdetermined
system of equations. Here I used damping parameters least square method (Paige and
Saunders, 1982) to deal with this equation system. The biggest advantage of damping
parameters least squares method is that it can overcome the solution fluctuation caused
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by data error, however, the introduction of damping can lose some resolution of the
solution. As a result, the choosing of the damping parameters should be conducted by
trying different numbers until a good compromise of the model root mean square and
travel time root mean square is achieved.
2.1.4. Station Delays. The station delay

is mainly determined by the

difference between the reference model (the initially assumed average crust slowness ̅
and average crust thickness ̅ ) and the actual slowness of the crust underneath the station
and the crust thickness

.

can be expressed as:

̅ ̅ =H√
√

Where

̅

̅√ ̅
̅
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̅ is the vertical crust slowness.

2.2. INVERSION RESULTS EVALUATION
The evaluation of the inversion results includes two parts: firstly, the
checkerboard resolution tests; secondly, the error analysis of the inversion results. These
two parts have evaluations of both velocity inhomogeneity and anisotropy.
2.2.1. Inversion Results Checkerboard Resolution Analysis. The widely used
checkerboard test was adapted to evaluate the resolution, with the following steps:
1.

Set a specific anomaly mode based on the initial uppermost mantle

velocity model, such as a positive/negative alternative anomaly model, with a horizontal
velocity inhomogeneity variation of 0.4km/s, an anisotropy variation of 0.4km/s, and its
anisotropy direction is N-S and E-W alternatively.
2.

Calculate the theoretical arrival time for this model based on the ray

distribution, and add the random distribution Gauss error to make it simulate the
observation travel time more practically.
3.

Use proper inversion parameters to inverse an image using the theoretical

travel times.
4.

Compare the inversed model with the initial model to see whether the

inversion can reasonably discloses the velocity variation mode of the initial model, thus
to evaluate the reliability of the inversion results under this resolution.
2.2.2. Inversion Results Error Estimation. The Bootstrap method was applied
to get the error distribution of the consequences (Efron, 1979; Koch, 1992). This method
was motioned by Efron (1979). Being a resample method to evaluate the parameter error,
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its nature is “take the samples as population”. It draws n times randomly from n groups
of the original observation data, which will produce a few repeated data, then do
inversion to the resampled travel time data to get the velocity and anisotropy anomaly,
getting a result named

. Suppose this

times are done in total, the standard deviation

can be got, which is also the error:
{∑

(
(

̅̅̅)

}
)

⁄

2.12

Efron and Tibshirani (1986) considered that 100 would be a reasonable number
for . Consequently, here

=100 is used for the Bootstrap method.
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3. DATA AND CHECKERBOARD RESOLUTION

3.1. DATA
This study area ranges from 31°N to 41°N, 115°W to 100°W. Broadband
seismic data from all the USArray stations, permanent and portable stations within the
study area had been requested from the IRIS (Incorporated Research Institutions for
Seismology) DMC (Data Management Center). In order to achieve high ray-coverage in
the study area, the cutoff magnitude was set to be 2.5. In this study, 468 events with
19900 seismograms recorded by 189 stations from 1990 to 2013 had been used.
The Pn wave arrivals were selected following the criteria below: (1) The
epicentral distances should be between 1.8°to 15°; (2) The depth of earthquakes should
be shallower than 40km; (3) Each event should at least be recorded by five stations and
each station should have at least recorded five events; (4) The travel time residues should
be in the range of ±9s, which was obtained based on the model below: the average
velocity of crustal P wave is 6.3 km/s, and the average P wave velocity traveling through
the uppermost mantle should be acquired from the time-distance curve linear fitting,
being 7.9 km/s in this case. After selecting, 2548 Pn wave first arrivals from 219 events
recorded by 186 stations was obtained. Figure 3.1 to 3.8 are the earthquakes with the
magnitude bigger than 5.0. Figure 3.9 (a) linear the distance and travel time line and
obtains the average Pn velocity is 7.9 km/s. Figure 3.9 (b) to (d) are the figures of
residuals distribution map.
Figure 3.10 reveals the Pn wave ray coverage and the station distribution of this
study area. From this figure, the station coverage is satisfying. However, due to the
scattered locations of earthquakes, the coverage of Pn wave rays are not optimal in some
areas, such as Rio Grand Rift, North Basin and Range, and the northeastern part of this
study area. The major earthquakes’ locations surround the Colorado Plateau, especially
the western Colorado plateau, and the earthquakes belt almost depicts the boundary of the
Colorado plateau. Hence the ray coverage of the Colorado plateau is quite good.
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Figure 3.1. Seismogram after picking (1).

Figure 3.2. Seismogram after picking (2).
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Figure 3.3. Seismogram after picking (3).

Figure 3.4. Seismogram after picking (4).
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Figure 3.5. Seismogram after picking (5).

Figure 3.6. Seismogram after picking (6).
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Figure 3.7. Seismogram after picking (7).

Figure 3.8. Seismogram after picking (8).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.9. The T-D lines and distribution of residuals.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 3.9. The T-D lines and distribution of residuals. (cont)
(a) The T-D lines of raw data; (b) Travel time residual related to Pn velocity 7.9
km/s;
(c) Residual-Distance figure before inversion; (d) Residual-distance figure after
inversion.
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Figure 3.10. Figure of ray coverage and station distribution.
The black triangles represent the stations; Red circles are locations of earthquakes;
Blue lines indicate the ray.

Before inversion, the proper damping parameters should be acquired because the
bigger the damping parameters are, the smoother the velocity map will be, but worse the
resolution will be. On the other hand, if the damping parameters are too small, the
resolution will be very high, but the small scale distortion caused by the data error can’t
be reduced; therefore the error of inversion would be large. In order to obtain the proper
damping parameters, linear lines of the RMS (root mean square) of Pn wave
velocity/anisotropy perturbation and RMS of travel time residuals gotten from inversion
under the sinusoidal velocity/anisotropy model was plotted, in this scenario the optimal
damping parameters are acquired when the points are the closest points to the origin point
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in the coordinate system (Boschi et al., 2006; Lei et al., 2009). After a series of tests, the
damping parameter 800 for the velocity and 700 for the anisotropy were chosen for the
2°*2°model (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11. RMS of travel time residuals and velocity/anisotropy attenuation.

3.2. RESOLUTION AND ERROR ANALYSIS
The resolution checkerboard test was applied before Pn wave inversion in this
study area. The details of the checkerboard method have been mentioned in the previous
section. During these checkerboard tests, the same earthquakes, stations and rays had
been used to do the inversion with the same inversion method. After applying a
sinusoidal velocity/anisotropy model, the output model can be obtained using inversion.
By comparing the output model to the input model, whether the resolution is high or low
can be judged. Figure 3.12 shows the input model, and figure 3.13 shows the output
model. According to these figures, we can find that no matter the checkerboard test is a
velocity checkerboard test, an anisotropy checkerboard test or a velocity/anisotropy
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combined checkerboard test, and the area with a better ray coverage will always have a
better output resolution. Because of the bad ray coverage in the Rio Grand Rift area and
North Basin and Range area, the output resolutions are low and the inversion results are
not reliable for these two areas.
The Bootstrap method (Koch, 1992; Hearn and Ni, 1994) had been utilized in this
study to calculate the errors caused by the inversion (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15). With
the bootstrap iteration set to be 100 times, the maximum error got in this study area is less
than 0.06 km/s. Only when the error is less than 0.1 km/s, the velocity anomaly inversion
result can be trusted. Therefore the inversion result of this study is reliable.

(a)
Figure 3.12. Checkerboard input model.
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(b)

(c)
Figure 3.12. Checkerboard input model. (cont)
(a) The input velocity model of checkerboard; (b) The input anisotropy model;
(c) Joint imaging of velocity and anisotropy input model.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.13. Checkerboard output model.
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(c)
Figure 3.13. Checkerboard output model. (cont)
(a) Output checkerboard model when just consider velocity attenuation;
(b) Output checkerboard model when just consider anisotropy;
(c) Output checkerboard model when joint inversion of anisotropy and velocity
attenuation
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Figure 3.14. Velocity error map.
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Figure 3.15. Anisotropy error map.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. RESULTS
During the real inversion, the grid size was set to be 4*4(cells/degree), which was
chosen according to the principle that all cells should have at least 10 arrivals to give a
valid coverage and the cell width should be a factor of 4 or more beneath the resolution
width. The velocity perturbation damping parameter and anisotropy perturbation damping
parameter were chosen as 800 and 700, respectively. The residuals range verifies
from9s before inversion to 5s after inversion, which indicates the Pn wave velocity
horizontal anomaly and anisotropy absorbed the lessened residuals. The results are shown
in the following sections.
4.1.1. Station Delays. By utilizing the real data to study the lateral
heterogeneities and anisotropy, the distribution of station delays had been acquired based
upon this model (Figure 4.1). The delays of 186 stations used in this study vary in the
range of -2.9/2.37. According to equation 2.11, the variations of station delays are
consistent to the variations of crustal thickness and crustal velocity. Except several
stations, the station delays basically reflect the depth of the Moho.
4.1.2. The Pn Velocity Structure. Figure 4.2 indicates the Pn tomography
imaging result. The results indicate that the uppermost mantle underlying the study area
reveals lateral heterogeneities obviously, and it is closely correlated to the surface
geological structure. The areas with stable craton and thick lithosphere, such as the
Colorado Plateau and Great Plain, indicate high velocity. The uppermost mantle Pn wave
average velocity in these two areas is above 8.1 km/s. At the boundary of NBR and
Colorado Plateau, which is the western Colorado Plateau, and the boundary of SBR and
Colorado Plateau, together with the RGR areas, the high Pn wave velocities can also be
observed in Figure4.2. These areas form as a belt which sketches the boundary of the
Colorado Plateau. The lowest Pn wave velocity can be found in the west of the Colorado
Plateau, which is close to 7.6 km/s. A high Pn wave velocity area appears in the middle
of RGR, which should be unreasonable due to the harmful ray coverage and bad
checkerboard inversion result in this area. The purple circles in Figure 4.3 represent all
the earthquakes in this study area, and the size of the circle correlates to the magnitude of
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the earthquake. Figure 4.3 indicates that most of these earthquakes occurred at the
boundary of the high Pn velocity belt or the transition zone of the high and low velocity
areas, such as the NBR, the western Colorado Plateau. The results may imply possible
correlation between the crustal earthquakes and the uppermost mantle lateral
heterogeneities (Lei et al., 2014), which means the energy is easier to gather and induce
earthquake at the craton boundary rather than in the interior of craton.
4.1.3. The Pn Wave Anisotropy. It’s widely believed that the lattice preferred
orientation of the crystallographic axes of olivine is a possible cause of mantle anisotropy
(Zhang and Karato, 1995). However, in some areas with extreme anomalies in
temperature and pressure, the fast orientation of A-type olivine fabric is parallel to the
LPO of the a-axis of olivine (Karato et al., 2008). So, there must be some other factors to
cause the mantle deformation, and they are all relevant to the tectonic activities. It is
significant to obtain the uppermost mantle anisotropy in order to study the tectonic
activities. In this study, the Pn wave tomography was applied to acquire the results of
uppermost mantle anisotropy. Figure 4.4 shows the anisotropy results. It indicates that the
Pn wave anisotropies are highly correlated to the velocity heterogeneities. The anisotropy
is weaker in the high velocity areas (such as the middle Colorado Plateau and Rocky
Mountain) compared to the areas with low velocity. This reflects that in these areas, the
cratons are not easy to deform; the anisotropy is stronger in the low velocity areas or the
boundary of high velocity areas (such as Western Colorado Plateau and Rio Grand Rift)
compared to high velocity areas, which reflects that the deformation of these areas are
strong. The consequence of anisotropy in the middle of RGR is unreasonable. The
anisotropy in this area is very weak, and the terrible coverage of rays may be a possible
cause.
The result of this study also reveals that the fast velocity orientation corresponds
to the geological structure (Figure 4.5). The fast velocity orientation of Pn wave in the
western Colorado Plateau and SBR appears to be EW. In the area along the RGR, the fast
Pn wave velocity orientation is almost perpendicular to the rift axis, appears to be NW
and NEE, respectively. In the northern Colorado Plateau, the fast orientation is NW,
while in the Great Plain, the orientation is NS.
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Figure 4.1. Station delays map.
Red squares stand for the station delays, and the size of squares means delay times;
Blue circles represent station early, and the size mean early times.
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Figure 4.2. Pn-Velocity anomaly map.
The high velocity can be observed in the CP and Great Plain, while the low velocity
bound the CP. The lowest velocity appears in the westernmost CP.
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Figure 4.3. Pn-Velocity anomaly with earthquakes distribution.
Purple circles are the locations of earthquakes.
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Figure 4.4. Joint imaging of Pn-velocity anomaly and anisotropy fast orientation.
The black slender dash lines indicate the fast orientations of Pn wave; the colorful
contour stands for the velocity anomaly; the gray contour represents the topography.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5. Anisotropy results maps.
(a) The colorful contour indicates the anisotropy;
(b) the blue dash lines stand for the fast orientations of Pn wave.
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4.2. DISCUSSION
Numerous studies demonstrate that lateral variations in Pn velocity can be
associated with lateral variations of temperature and composition in the uppermost
mantle (Goes and van der Lee, 2002; Perry et al., 2006). Hearn (1996) gave a summary of
the western American Pn tomography: the anisotropy of seismic velocity is associated
with deformation of the lithosphere. In areas where simple shear deformation is common,
fast orientation of anisotropy would be the same as the shear direction; while in areas
where pure shear deformation is common, the fast orientation of the anisotropy would be
perpendicular to the maximum compression direction and parallel to the maximum
extension orientation. When complemented with other seismic studies, Pn tomography
can provide information about the composition, temperature, and tectonic processes.
In the Colorado Plateau (CP) and neighboring Basin and Range (BR), numerous
previous studies have focused around studying lateral variations of composition and
temperature. Significant lateral variations of Pn velocity and anisotropy can be detected
in this area. A low velocity anomaly belt bounded around a high velocity interior is
observed in the westernmost part of the CP, and a strong anisotropy area with EW fast
orientation is also observed in this area. This phenomenon also can be observed in other
large scale Pn tomography studies (Hearn, 1996; Buehler and Shearer, 2010), and the
high velocity Colorado Plateau can be easily distinguished from the low velocity BR
depending on their results. Besides the results using the same method, results obtained by
other methods support this phenomenon as well (Lin et al., 2011; Huang and Zhao, 2013).
Depend on their uppermost mantle velocity model, and the Colorado Plateau can be
recognized by its relatively high velocity anomaly. The study of local Vs and density
structure concluded that the lateral velocity variation should be caused by the stable and
cold CP lithosphere (Bailey et al., 2012). Slow Pn velocity beneath BR and westernmost
CP is consistent with a model that suggests past lithospheric removal replaced by hot
asthenosphere (Bird, 1988) or significant geochemical alternation of the lithosphere
(Humphreys et al., 2003).
A strong and cold crust can explain a resistance to compressing deformation
during the Laramide orogeny. This could be reconciled with our observation of strong
anisotropy in westernmost CP if the strong and cold CP uppermost mantle is interpreted
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as a barrier to the transmission of shear stress. The strong east-west fast velocity
orientation in the uppermost mantle can be observed in the low velocity anomaly area in
the BR and westernmost CP, but there is no similar anisotropy appearance in interior CP.
This result is highly consistent to the previous ambient noise and P wave anisotropy
tomography results (Lin et al., 2011; Huang and Zhao, 2013), which are also analogous to
the results of large scale Pn tomography (Hearn, 1996). Here, the fast Pn wave
orientation is also perpendicular to the maximum horizontal stress orientation (Heidbach
et al., 2010), which may indicate that the uppermost mantle deformation should be also
associated with the extension of the Basin and Range. According to the conclusion of Lei
et al. (2014), the distribution of crustal earthquakes corresponds to the low velocity
anomaly belt. Our observation of low velocity anomaly can also be represented by the
distribution of crustal earthquakes in CP and neighboring BR. These crustal earthquakes
imply the high velocity anomaly area may be weakened during the Farallon plate flat-slab
subduction (Figure 4.6).
The lowest velocity anomaly of this whole study area appears in the westernmost
CP, which is accompanied by relatively weak anisotropy. It’s unreasonable, according to
previous conclusions of anisotropy tomography, that low velocity should be accompanied
by strong anisotropy (Hearn, 1996; Lin et al., 2011). However, the result of the low
velocity anomaly in this study area is consistent with the result obtained by Lenvander et
al. (2011). By applying joint inversion of P/S wave tomography and receiver function
methods, they found small-scale mantle convection underlies this area. Marone et al.
(2007) and Moschetti et al. (2010) proposed that radial anisotropy caused by vertical
mantle flow might exist in the upper mantle. This hypothesis can explain the weak
anisotropy in the low velocity area, because radial anisotropy can’t be detected by Pn
tomography.
Within the Rio Grand Rift (RGR), a low velocity anomaly on each side can be
observed, along with an unreasonably high velocity in the middle RGR. The
unreasonable high velocity anomaly should be caused by the bad coverage of rays, so this
result can be ignored. Wei et al. (2004) acquired that the velocity in the uppermost mantle
is very low beneath RGR. This result also is supported by the LA-RISTRA experiment,
which suggested upwelling might be reinforced by small-scale convection caused by
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variation in lithosphere thickness and shallow mantle, as well. Besides the small-scale
convection mantle flow, Wilson et al. (2005) proposed a pure-shear rifting mechanism for
the Rio Grand Rift. The fast Pn wave orientations along both sides of the RGR appear to
be perpendicular to the RGR axis (Figure 4.7). The western part of this appearance can be
found in many previous Pn tomography studies about the western US, but the two
previous researchers did not pay much attention to this result (Hearn, 1996; Bueher et al.,
2010). Although most previous studies did not show clear relation between the fast Pn
wave orientation and the strike of the RGR axis, they all mentioned that the orientation of
the fast orientation mantle anisotropy should be perpendicular to the maximum horizontal
stress direction or parallel to the extension direction in the tectonic active regions if the
mantle deformation is pure shear (Hearn, 1996; Huang and Zhao, 2013). This proposal
had been supported by the previous stress studies (Heidbach et al., 2010). Highly
symmetric lower- crust and upper-mantle lithosphere extensional deformation had been
proven by previous geochemical (Perry et al., 1998; McMillan, 1998) and other
geophysical (Cordell et al., 1991; Slack et al., 1996) studies. Comparing our fast
orientation results to SWS results (Gok et al., 2003) in RGR, they are not consistent. Here,
we proposed that the uppermost mantle and asthenosphere are decoupling, and the
anisotropy in the uppermost mantle should reflect the compression and direction of the
rift extension.
The eastern edge of the Great Plains is the boundary of an active tectonic plate
and the northern American plate. Most previous studies concluded that the lithosphere of
Great Plains is cold and stable, such as Rayleigh wave inversion (Li et al., 2005).
Depending on our results, the Great Plains area has a high velocity anomaly but relatively
strong anisotropy. The anisotropy fast orientation is near NS, which is corresponding to
the SWS results (Refayee et al., 2013). This SWS study also suggested a certain degree of
coupling between the lithosphere and asthenosphere, and they believe anisotropy is
mostly from the upper asthenosphere. With the purpose of interpreting the results in fast
and cool areas, Lin et al. (2011) suggested that the uppermost mantle anisotropy in cool
regions may be ‘frozen-in’, and Wagner et al. (2012) supposed that they may reflect the
fossil anisotropy seen in the lithosphere which was formed during the block
amalgamation in ancient times. Based on the conclusions above, we propose that the
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mantle cooling and frozen anisotropy layer may induce the uppermost mantle’s Pn wave
anisotropy (Figure 4.8).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6. Earthquakes in the area A depth distribution.
(a) The black box is area A, the depths of earthquakes were imaged in this area according
to the latitude; (b) The Events Depth-latitude figure of area A.
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Figure 4.7. Joint imaging of fast orientation and

.

The dash purple lines mean the fast orientations of Pn wave, and the blue dash lines stand
for the direction of maximum horizontal stress(

) (Heidbach et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.8. Joint imaging of Pn-wave fast orientation and SWS results.
The purple dash lines stand for the fast orientations of Pn waves, while the colorful dash
lines represent the degree average SWS (Gok et al., 2003; Refayee et al., 2013) results.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

5.1. CONCLUSION
In CP and its neighboring BR, the lateral Pn velocity variation reflects the lateral
variation of composition and temperature in the uppermost mantle. The high velocity
anomaly area indicates the cool uppermost mantle in CP, and the low velocity anomaly
area in the RG implies the hot uppermost mantle. According to previous studies and
results from the current research, the low velocity area also may be correlated to the
crustal earthquakes location. The strong anisotropy in BR with East-West fast orientation
should be correlated to the extensive and weaken uppermost mantle, whereas the stable
CP lithosphere should act as a barrier to the transmission of shear stress. In the
westernmost CP, the lowest Pn velocity anomaly and weak anisotropy indicate a vertical
flow together, which induced radial anisotropy and hot uppermost mantle.
The fast orientation of anisotropy along the RGR, which is perpendicular to the
RGR axis, should imply the direction of extension and maximum horizontal compressive
shear stress. The lateral velocity variation on both sides of RGE is consistent with the
upwelling asthenosphere and hot uppermost mantle. The high velocity anomaly and
North-South fast orientation of anisotropy in the Great Basin can be corresponding with a
stable lithosphere, which is coupled with asthenosphere.
5.2. FUTURE WORK
The ray coverage in this study is influenced by several reasons, such as lack of
local earthquakes and the small study area. To improve the coverage of rays, we can
enlarge the study area of local earthquakes.
The first arrival picking of Pn wave is a time consuming work. Manual picking is
not only time consuming but also incorrect. If possible, we can do more research on the
signal analysis in order to distinguish the first arrival automatically.
This program written by Hearn (1996) just considers the situation that the Moho
is a horizontal surface, but in the real situation this interface should not be horizontal. We
can’t figure out the influence of the variation of Moho interface now, but hopefully make
it possible to consider this variation in the future work.
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